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Abstract. We propose a branch-and-bound (BB) algorithm for biobjective mixed-integer linear programs
(BOMILPs). Our approach makes no assumption on the type of problem and we prove that it returns all Pareto
points of a BOMILP. We discuss two techniques upon which the BB is based: fathoming rules to eliminate those
subproblems that are guaranteed not to contain Pareto pointsand a procedure to explore a subproblem based on the
parametric simplex method.

The BB algorithm starts with an initial set of feasible points that evolves toward the Pareto set of the BOMILP.
This set is gradually modified by including new points and eliminating dominated points, and, upon termination, it
is identical to the Pareto set.

We provide computational results on instances of various sizes to prove the effectiveness of our algorithm.
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1. Introduction. Multiobjective programming finds application in a number offields,
including engineering, business, and management. Many practical problems can be rep-
resented with discrete quantities, and this gives rise to the class of multiobjective discrete
programs. Often, it is possible to express relationships between variables through linear con-
straints, and in the most general form only a subset of variables is discrete: this is the class of
multiobjective mixed-integer linear programs(MOMILP). Subclasses of these problems have
been studied before, although the literature focuses more on thepure integer case, where all
variables are integer.

We consider a bi-objective mixed-integer linear program (BOMILP) of the form

P : maxx z(x) = (z1(x) = c⊤1 x, z2(x) = c⊤2 x)
s.t. x ∈ X,

whereX = {x ∈ Rp × Zn−p : Ax ≤ b} is the set of feasible solutions,n > 1, 1 ≤ p < n,
A ∈ Qm×n, b ∈ Qm, andc1, c2 ∈ Qn. There arep continuousandn − p integerdecision
variables. We assume that each integer variablexi is bounded, i.e.,−∞ < ℓi ≤ xi ≤ ui <
+∞ for i = p + 1, p + 2, . . . , n, and that these bounds are contained in the inequalities
Ax ≤ b.

Biobjective mixed-binary linear programs have been proposed to model decision making
problems in various areas of human activity such as facilitylocation [20], hub location [7],
forward/reverse logistics [9, 23], and scheduling [21] among others. The proposed solution
methods rely on heuristic approaches or involve interactive procedures with no intention to
compute the complete set of Pareto points, and typically exploit the problem structure.

In this paper, we develop a branch and bound (BB) algorithm for computing efficient
solutions and Pareto points of BOMILPs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt at proposing a general purpose algorithm for biobjective linear programs with integer
and continuous variables. The algorithm computes all Pareto points of the BOMILP. The
branching operations in the algorithm are similar to the single-objective case. The bounding
operations, however, make use of new fathoming rules that rely on solving specially designed
linear programs rather than information provided by the BOMILP or the user, a prevailing
feature in the available BB algorithms.
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Working with BOMILPs requires us to combine notation and methodology from two
disciplines, therefore we begin by summarizing them in the next two sections: Section 2
introduces notation for multiobjective programming, while Section 3 describesbranch and
bound(BB), a well known algorithm for solving single-objective mixed-integer linear pro-
grams (SOMILPs). Sections 2 or 3, or both, can be safely skipped by a reader with expertise
in the corresponding field, as they mainly provide notation.

In Section 4, previous work on BB in multiobjective programming is summarized, the
main differences between BB methods in the single-objective and multiobjective case are
reviewed, and an extension of implicit enumeration techniques for multiobjective problems
is discussed. A key component of a BB method is thefathoming rule, i.e., a procedure to
determine if a subset of feasible solutions can be discardedwithout excluding Pareto points.
Previous work on this subject is presented in a unified mannerin the same section. New fath-
oming rules and their implementation in the form of solving linear programs are introduced
in Section 5. The BB algorithm with all its procedures is presented in Section 6 which is
followed with an example in Section 7. Computational results are reported in Section 8 on
instances from a library of BOMILPs and on a biobjective set covering problem. The paper
is concluded in Section 9.

2. Multiobjective programming. The reader may refer to Steuer [26] and Ehrgott [10]
for a detailed introduction to multiobjective programming. For any two vectorsy1,y2 ∈ R2,
we use the following notation:y1 ≧ y2 if y1i ≥ y2i for i = 1, 2; y1 ≥ y2 if y1 ≧ y2 and
y1 6= y2; andy1 > y2 if y1i > y2i for i = 1, 2. We also define the setsR2

> = {y ∈ R2 : y >
0},R2

≥ = {y ∈ R2 : y ≥ 0},R2
≧

= {y ∈ R2 : y ≧ 0}. We define the setsR2
<,R

2
≤, and

R2
≦

in a similar way. For an arbitrary setS ⊆ R2 we defineS> = S + R2
>, S

≥ = S + R2
≥,

andS≧ = S+R2
≧

, where the symbol+ denotes the algebraic sum of two sets. Similarly, we

define the setsS<, S≤, andS≦. We denote by conv(S) the convex hull of setS.
A point y ∈ S is calledisolatedprovided there exists a neighborhood ofy that does not

include any other point inS. Lety1 andy2 be two distinct points inS such thaty11 < y21 and
y12 > y22 . The pointy̌ = (y11 , y

2
2) is called thelocal nadir pointw.r.t.y1 andy2, and the point

y⋆ = (y21 , y
1
2) is called thelocal ideal pointw.r.t. y1 andy2. The ideal pointyI = (yI1 , y

I
2)

of problemP is defined asyIi = max{zi(x) : x ∈ X} for i = 1, 2. The nadir point
yN = (yN1 , yN2 ) of problemP is defined asyNi = min{zi(x) : x ∈ X} for i = 1, 2.

Let [y1,y2] be a line segment inS such thaty11 < y21 andy12 > y22 . We define thelocal
nadir setof [y1,y2] as the line segment itself. Similarly, let[y1,ys] be a piecewise linear
curve inS composed of line segments[yi,yi+1] such thatyi1 < yi+1

1 andyi2 > yi+1
2 , i =

1, · · · , s − 1. We define the local nadir set of[y1,ys] as the curve itself. All line segments
[yi,yi+1] composing[y1,ys] are also called local nadir sets.

Consider again problemP . We assume thatX is nonempty and that neither of the single
objective problemsmax{c⊤1 x : x ∈ X} andmax{c⊤2 x : x ∈ X} is unbounded. Let the
setY = {y ∈ R2 : y = (c⊤1 x, c

⊤
2 x),x ∈ X} be the set of attainable objective vectors.

The spacesRp × Zn−p andR2 are referred as thedecision spaceand theobjective space,
respectively. Ifx1,x2 ∈ X andz(x1) ≥ z(x2), theny1 = z(x1) is said todominate
y2 = z(x2). The inequalities> and≧ between the objective vectors definestrict and
weak dominance, respectively. A feasible solution̂x ∈ X is said to be(weakly) efficient
for problemP if there is no feasible solutionx ∈ X such thaty = z(x) (strictly) dominates
ŷ = z(x̂). If x̂ is efficient, thenŷ = z(x̂) is said to be aParetopoint. LetXE andYN

denote the sets of all efficient solutions and Pareto points of problemP , respectively.
For any setQ, we definez(Q) = {z(x) : x ∈ Q}. For an arbitrary setQ in Rn and the

set S inR2 such thatS = z(Q), we define two operators,VMAX andEFF , as follows:
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FIG. 2.1. Efficient solutions and dominated points for a pure integer biobjective program. The two objective
function coefficient vectorsc1 andc2 are indicated in the decision space (a) for clarity. Each solution x

i in the
decision space is associated with a pointy

i, with the same index, in the objective space. Note thatx
A,xB , . . . ,xE

are efficient solutions andyA,yB , . . . ,yE are Pareto points. Also,xA, xB , andx
C are extreme supported

solutions, whilexD is a nonextreme supported solution andx
E is an unsupported solution. Finally,xF is not an

efficient solution andyF is a dominated point.

SN = VMAX(S) andEFF (Q) = QE whereSN = z(QE).

The concept of efficient solutions and Pareto points can be defined on any subset of the
feasible setX and any subsetS of Y , respectively. Lety1 andy2 be two Pareto points ofS,
and suppose w.l.o.g. thaty11 < y21 andy12 > y22 . The pointsy1 andy2 are said to beadjacent
if their ideal pointy∗ and local nadir poinťy satisfy({y̌}+ R2

>) ∩ ({y⋆}+ R2
<) ∩ S = ∅.

There are two types of efficient solutions:supportedand unsupported. An efficient
solutionx is asupportedefficient solution for problemP if it is an optimal solution of the
following single objective weighted-sum problem for someλ ∈ [0, 1]:

maxx λc⊤1 x+ (1− λ)c⊤2 x
s.t. x ∈ X.

(2.1)

Let XSE denote the set of all supported efficient solutions of problem P . The setXSE has
a counterpart in the objective space:YSN = {y ∈ R2 : y1 = c⊤1 x, y2 = c⊤2 x,x ∈ XSE}
is the set of supported Pareto points forP . If x is a supported efficient solution and the
correspondingy is an extreme point of conv(Y ), thenx is said to be anextreme supported
efficient solutionandy is anextreme Pareto point. If x is a supported efficient solution and
the correspondingy is on the boundary of conv(Y ) but not one of the extreme points of
conv(Y ), thenx is said to be anonextreme supported efficient solutionandy is anonextreme
supported Pareto point. If an efficient solutionx is not an optimal solution of problem (2.1)
for anyλ, thenx and its imagey are said to beunsupported.

Figure 2.1(a) shows a feasible set of a purely integer problem with two variables, and
Figure 2.1(b) presents its objective space. Efficient solutions and Pareto points of different
types are depicted. In particular, the pointsyC andyE , yE andyB , yB andyD, yD andyA

are adjacent. However, the pointsyB andyA are not adjacent.
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The linear programming (LP) relaxation ofP , denotedP̃ , is

P̃ : maxx z(x)

s.t. x ∈ X̃,

whereX̃ = {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤ b} is the set of feasible solutions of̃P . As a consequence,
X = X̃ ∩ (Rp × Zn−p). The setỸ = {y ∈ R2 : y = (c⊤1 x, c

⊤
2 x),x ∈ X̃} is the set of

attainable objective vectors of̃P . We denote as̃XE the set of efficient solutions of̃P and as
ỸN the set of Pareto points of̃P . ProblemP̃ is a biobjective linear program and its Pareto set
is a piecewise linear concave curve.

The ideal point and the nadir point of problem̃P are denoted bỹyI andỹN , respectively.
Two extreme points,

yN−W = [ỹN1 , ỹI2 ] and yS−E = [ỹI1 , ỹ
N
2 ] (2.2)

determine the bounds in the objective space for the Pareto set of problemP . Abbreviations
N-W and S-E come from North-West and South-East, respectively.

For any feasible solutionx of problemP , it is easy to verify that

yN−W
1 ≤ c⊤1 x ≤ yS−E

1

yS−E
2 ≤ c⊤2 x ≤ yN−W

2 .

A slice problemof problemP is defined as follows:

P (x̄) : maxx z(x)
s.t. x ∈ X(x̄),

where the setX(x̄) = {x ∈ Rp×Zn−p : Ax ≤ b, xi = x̄i, i = p+1, p+2, . . . , n} defines
a slice of the setX. In a slice, all integer components ofx are fixed to the corresponding
components of̄x ∈ Rp × Zn−p. LetXE(x̄) denote the set of efficient solutions of problem
P (x̄). To illustrate the idea of slice, consider the projection ofX onto the subspace of integer
variables, and denote this projectionS ⊆ Zn−p. Consider now the setXI = {(0,x) ∈
Rp×Zn−p,x ∈ S}, i.e., the set of vectors̃x such that there exists at least one feasible solution
x ∈ X with the same assignment of the integer variables asx̃. ThenX =

⋃

x̄∈XI
X(x̄).

The setY (x̄) = {y ∈ R2 : y = (c⊤1 x, c
⊤
2 x),x ∈ X(x̄)} is the set of attainable

objective vectors of problemP (x̄). Let YN (x̄) denote the set of Pareto points of problem
P (x̄). BecauseP (x̄) is a biobjective linear program, the setYN (x̄) is also a piecewise linear
concave curve. Applying Proposition 3.1 of Gardenghi et al.[12], we obtain

YN = VMAX

(

⋃

x̄∈XI

YN (x̄)

)

. (2.3)

A multiobjective pure integer program admits a finite numberof efficient solutions (and
Pareto points) if the feasible set is bounded. In contrast tothe pure integer case, multiobjective
mixed-integer problems can admit infinitely many efficient solutions (and Pareto points) even
if the feasible set of the LP relaxation of the original problem is bounded. As illustrated in
Figure 2.2, the Pareto set may be a union of single points and line segments in the objective
space. Each segment contains infinitely many Pareto points of a slice problemP (x̄), while
singletons (which are not present in the example in Figure 2.2) correspond to integer solutions
x whose sliceP (x) does not admit other Pareto points.
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FIG. 2.2. Feasible, efficient, and Pareto sets for a BOMILP. Supposex1 ∈ Z and x2 ∈ R. In (a), an
exemplifiedX is represented by a polyhedron intersected with the integrality constraint inx1. The feasible solutions
are hence the vertical bars within the polyhedron. In (b), the two normals to the vectorsc1 andc2 form a cone
(indicated with the pointed half-lines originating at(0, 0)) that determines the efficient solutions (marked with a
bold trait). In (c), these efficient solutions are mapped into the Pareto points (marked with a bold trait).

3. Branch and bound in single-objective programming. In the context of single-
objective programming, problems with integrality constraints on variables are solved using a
variety of methods. Among the most effective general purpose methods isbranch and bound
(BB), introduced by [17]. BB algorithms are implicit enumeration techniques based on a
recursive partition of the set of solutions.

The general scheme solves a convex relaxation of the problem, which yields a valid up-
per bound (for a maximization problem) on the optimal solution value or determines that the
relaxation, and hence the problem, are infeasible. If an optimal solution to the convex relax-
ation is infeasible for the original problem (for instance,some of its integrally constrained
variables are fractional), the algorithm identifies a validlogical disjunction that is violated
by the solution and subdivides the problem into two subproblems (containing each a subset
of feasible solutions), on which the BB is recursively applied. By recursively subdividing
the feasible set, BB methods create a binary tree of subproblems known asBB tree, whose
elements are interchangeably calledBB nodesor subproblems.

In order to simplify notation, we define each BB node (subproblem) similarly to problem
P : the generic BB node is identified with an integerk and associated with subproblemPk.
The operation of partitioning subproblemPk, which yields two new subproblemsP ′

k and
P ′′
k , is known asbranching: problemP ′

k is obtained by amendingPk with a linear inequality
a⊤
1 x ≤ b1, whereas problemP ′′

k is created by adding a linear inequalitya⊤
2 x ≤ b2. Let

Xk, X ′
k andX ′′

k denote the feasible sets of problemsPk, P ′
k, andP ′′

k , respectively. Then
X ′

k = {x ∈ Xk : a⊤
1 x ≤ b1} andX ′′

k = {x ∈ Xk : a⊤
2 x ≤ b2}. In general,X ′

k ∩X ′′
k = ∅

as this ensures that a feasible solution is not visited twice, andX ′
k ∪X ′′

k = Xk to guarantee
that no feasible solution is excluded. Rudimentary BB implementations use simple branching
rules of the formxi ≤ α ∨ xi ≥ α + 1, with α ∈ Z, for an integer variablexi, but more
efficient rules can be employed. As a side note, branching rules are only one part of a more
involved procedure that creates subproblems and selects which of them should be analyzed at
every step. The feasible setXk of Pk can then be rewritten as follows:

Xk = {x ∈ Rp × Zn−p : Akx ≤ bk},

whereAk andbk are obtained by augmentingA andb, respectively, with the branching rules
enforced on all nodes between theroot node of the BB tree (i.e., the subproblem correspond-
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ing toP ) and nodek. In other words,Xk is a restriction of the feasible setX of problemP ,
and is generated through branching rules.

BB algorithms are known as implicit enumeration techniquessince the entire feasible set
is considered, but only its most promising regions are actually visited. Those regions that are
proven not to contain any optimal solution are excluded through various mechanisms. The
effectiveness of a BB relies heavily on the possibility of excluding an entire subproblem from
the search when it can be proved that the subproblem does not contain any optimal solution.
In order to exclude a subproblem, one usually requires knowledge of a feasible solution.
A feasible solution with a very large objective function value (in maximization problems), in
general, helps decrease the computation time. This is achieved, for instance, by comparing the
objective function valuezUk of an optimal solution of a convex relaxation of subproblemPk

with the objective valuezL of a feasible solution of problemP . In a maximization SOMILP,
zUk is called anupper boundwhile zL yields alower bound. If

zUk ≤ zL, (3.1)

then subproblemPk does not have a feasible solution with objective function value better
thanzUk , let alonezL, and hence can be discarded.

The portion of the BB algorithm devoted to partitioning the solution set is one of the most
studied parts of single-objective mixed-integer programming solvers, and has evolved into
algorithms such asstrong branching[4], pseudocost branching[5], andreliability branching
[1], which are proven to dramatically reduce the size of the BB tree.

4. Branch and bound in multiobjective programming. In this section we first review
the state-of-the-art in multiobjective B&B and then build aconceptual foundation for fath-
oming a BB node. We propose a generic fathoming rule and show that it encompasses other
rules that are available in integer and mixed-binary multiobjective linear programming.

Literature review. The literature on single-objective programming comprisesseveral
variants of the BB method that have been developed for solving many classes of problems,
especially combinatorial optimization problems. Although these methods are well-known in
the single objective context, there is only a limited numberof studies in the multiobjective
case.

Early studies on pure integer linear multiobjective programming go back to the early
nineteen eighties when Bitran and Rivera [6] and Kızıltan and Yucaŏglu [16] presented BB
algorithms specifically for the binary case. Later Visée et al. [29] develop a two-phase method
for the biobjective binary knapsack problem, with a BB approach being the second phase.
For a scheduling problem, Sayın and Karabatı [24] present a BB algorithm enumerating all
efficient solutions.

BB algorithms for multiobjective combinatorial problems with pure integer variables
have also been proposed. BB procedures for biobjective problems are introduced by Ehrgott
and Gandibleux [11] who address the dependence of the efficiency of a BB method on the
procedure for excluding subproblems. Sourd and Spanjaard [25] develop a BB algorithm for
multiobjective problems and apply it to a spanning tree problem, while Jozefowiez et al. [15]
develop a generic branch and cut algorithm and apply it to a traveling salesman problem.

Multiobjective mixed-binary problems have been studied more recently. Mavrotas and
Diakoulaki [18] first develop a BB algorithm and then incorporate new elements to increase
its speed and reliability [19]. The techniques presented inthe latter are improved upon by
Vincent et al. [27, 28]. Their improvements are basically onthe representation of the Pareto
set, using better bounds and branching strategies. An exactalgorithm for computing all ex-
treme supported Pareto points of a multiobjective mixed-integer linear program is designed by
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Özpeynirci and K̈oksalan [22]. Finally, Alves and Clı́maco [2] provide a survey of interactive
and noninteractive BB methods for multiobjective integer/mixed-integer problems.

We could not find published work on exact approaches for general BOMILPs. This is
the subject of the present paper: a BB algorithm for finding the Pareto set for this class of
problems. Such an algorithm needs to have two important properties: the capability of search-
ing the Pareto set associated with a subproblem, which is noteven relevant to SOMILPs be-
cause their subproblems have scalar optimal values, and theability to eliminate a subproblem,
which for SOMILPs relies on solving linear programs. The latter technique will be carried
to BOMILPs but with new linear programming formulations andnew criteria for exclusion.
In general, a subproblem contains a (possibly empty) subsetof Pareto points, and by sub-
dividing a problem into two new subproblems one can recursively apply the search on each
subproblem. In order to guarantee that the output is the complete Pareto set of the original
problem, we must ensure that the process of subdividing a subproblem does not eliminate any
Pareto point.

Basic concepts.In a BB algorithm for BOMILPs, branching operations are verysimilar
to the single-objective case, as the feasible set does not change: branching creates a BB tree
whose root node is the original problemP . A slice problemX(x̄) is hence equivalent to a
leaf nodek′ in the BB tree, because no branching is necessary atk′: all integer variables have
been fixed. SubproblemPk is defined asmaxx{z(x) : x ∈ Xk}. The setYk = {y ∈ R2 :
y = (c⊤1 x, c

⊤
2 x),x ∈ Xk} is the set of attainable objective vectors ofPk andYkN is the set

of Pareto points ofPk. The LP relaxation of subproblemPk is defined as follows:

P̃k : maxx z(x)

s.t. x ∈ X̃k,

whereX̃k = {x ∈ Rn : Akx ≤ bk} is the set of feasible solutions of̃Pk. We denote as
X̃kE the set of efficient solutions and asỸkN the set of Pareto points of subproblem̃Pk. We
extend the definition of ideal and nadir points to problemP̃k by denoting them̃ykI andỹkN ,
respectively. Letyk,N−W andyk,S−E denote the two extreme points of problem̃Pk.

A BB method must use an effective procedure for identifying subproblems that can be
proved not to contain Pareto points. While the problem of deciding whether a BB node
contains Pareto points is NP-complete, and is as difficult asproblemP itself, one can obtain
sufficient conditions for fathoming subproblemPk by comparing two sets:

• the subset̂Y of Y containing attainable points of problemP that have been found
so far by the BB algorithm and such thatŶ = ŶN (note thatŶ may contain none or
only some of the Pareto points of problemP , and thatŶ * Yk), and

• the Pareto set̃YkN of the LP relaxation of subproblemPk.
The former set is, in general, updated continuously during the BB, and is akin to the lower
bound used as acutoff value in single-objective BB methods. The tighter (i.e., larger in
a maximization problem) the bound, the more likely a subproblem can be safely excluded
from the search. The latter set can be obtained in polynomialtime with methods such as the
dichotomic search[3] or theparametric simplex method[10].

Consider a set̂X ⊆ X of feasible solutions forP and its counterpart̂Y in the objective
space. Note that whether or not the setX̂ contains efficient solutions of problemP is of no
interest here. Rather, during the execution of a BB algorithm it is of interest to decide whether
or not a subproblem can be discarded. The ability of doing this with incomplete information
is an advantage of a BB algorithm. The efficient set of problemP will only be known upon
termination of the BB algorithm; until then, we may have no proof that any solution inX̂
is efficient for problemP , but we can take advantage of feasible solutions for dominance
purposes, regardless of whether they are Pareto optimal or not.
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In general, due to the nature of the mixed-integer problem, the setŶ may be a collection
of isolated points and line segments (which will be referredto as segments). We assume
that the setŶ also contains the pointsyS−E andyN−W (defined in (2.2)) because they
conveniently restrict this set (there cannot be attainablepointsy such thaty1 > yS−E

1 or
y2 > yN−W

2 ).
Given the setŶ , we construct local nadir points and local nadir sets implied by the

points inŶ . In particular, we construct local nadir points for each pair of adjacent points in
Ŷ , and we also construct the local nadir set for each segment ora piecewise linear curve in
Ŷ . The set of all local nadir points and local nadir sets implied by the setŶ is denoted by
Θ̌. Although this may be an infinite set of points, we treat it with a procedure that uses a
finite number of subsets of̌Θ. To this purpose, let|Θ̌| denote the cardinality of̌Θ intended
as the number of local nadir points plus that of local nadir sets, and suppose that the lat-
ter are all line segments rather than piecewise linear sets (it is easy to show that there is a
description ofΘ̌ containing a finite number of line segments). We augment the set Θ̌ into
Θ̌> = Θ̌ + R2

>. The setΘ̌> contains all points inR2 such that there is no point̂y in Ŷ

that strictly dominates a point iňΘ>. Note that for all pointsy in Θ̌> we havey1 > yN−W
1

andy2 > yS−E
2 . Figure 4.1 illustrates these concepts: Figure 4.1(a) depicts an arbitrary set

Ŷ = {yN−W , ŷ1, [ŷ2, ŷ3], [ŷ3, ŷ4], ŷ5, [ŷ6, ŷ7], [ŷ7, ŷ8], [ŷ9, ŷ10],yS−E}. Note that the
mixed-integer nature of the problem allows infinitely many attainable points to lie on a seg-
ment between two attainable extreme points, for instance onthe segment[ŷ2, ŷ3]. The sets
Θ̌ andΘ̌> are depicted in Figure 4.1(b), wherěΘ = {y̌1, y̌2, [y̌3 = ŷ

2, y̌4 = ŷ
3], [y̌4, y̌5 =

ŷ
4], y̌6, y̌7, [y̌8 = ŷ

6, y̌9 = ŷ
7], [y̌9, y̌10 = ŷ

8], y̌11, [y̌12 = ŷ
9, y̌13 = ŷ

10], y̌14}.
Necessary and sufficient condition for fathoming a BB node.A trivial fathoming rule for

eliminating a subproblemPk is X̃k = ∅, since that impliesXk = ∅. Consider the Pareto
setỸkN of the LP relaxation of subproblemPk. Clearly, each Pareto point ofPk is weakly
dominated by at least one point iñYkN . Extending fathoming rule (3.1) of single objective
programming to multiobjective programming, we obtain thatnodek can be discarded if and
only if each point inỸkN is dominated by at least one point in̂Y , that is, if and only if

ỸkN ⊆ Ŷ ≦. (4.1)

The setŶ ≦ is depicted in Figure 4.1(a). The above condition is equivalent to

ỸkN ∩ (R2 \ Ŷ ≦) = ∅,

which implies that̃YkN ∩ Θ̌> = ∅, or equivalently,

ỸkN ∩
⋃

y̌∈Θ̌

(

{y̌}+ R2
>

)

=
⋃

y̌∈Θ̌

(

ỸkN ∩
(

{y̌}+ R2
>

)

)

= ∅.

This fathoming rule can then be decomposed: a union of a collection of sets is empty if and
only if each set in the collection is empty. Hence, one needs to check whether

∀y̌ ∈ Θ̌ ỸkN ∩
(

{y̌}+ R2
>

)

= ∅. (4.2)

Because the set̃YkN is not known explicitly, checking condition (4.2) is nontrivial even for a
single local nadir point or a single local nadir set. However, for each local nadir poinťy ∈ Θ̌,
condition (4.2) is equivalent to

Ỹ
≦
kN ∩

(

{y̌}+ R2
>

)

= ∅, (4.3)
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(a) The set̂Y ≦ generated by attainable points.

y1

y2 yN−W

yS−E

y̌1

y̌2

y̌3

y̌4 y̌5 y̌8

y̌9

y̌10

y̌12

y̌13

y̌6

y̌7

y̌11

y̌14

Θ̌>

(b) The setΘ̌> generated by local nadir points
and sets.

y1

y2

yS−E

yk,S−E

yk,N−W

ỹkI

(c) SubproblemPk can be fathomed.

y1

y2 yN−W

yS−E
yk,S−E

yk,N−W

(d) SubproblemPk cannot be fathomed.

FIG. 4.1.Attainable points, local nadir points and local nadir sets,and fathoming of subproblems.

and for each local nadir set[y̌′, y̌′′] ∈ Θ̌, condition (4.2) is equivalent to

Ỹ
≦
kN ∩

(

[y̌′, y̌′′] + R2
>

)

= ∅. (4.4)

Since the sets in condition (4.3) are convex, one can apply aseparationargument: the inter-
section is empty if and only if there exista, b, c ∈ R such that

ay1 + by2 + c ≤ 0 ∀(y1, y2) ∈ Ỹ
≦
kN

ay1 + by2 + c > 0 ∀(y1, y2) ∈
(

{y̌}+ R2
>

)

.

The augmented local nadir set in condition (4.4) may be nonconvex because a local nadir
set is inherently nonconvex, although the separation argument can be applied to each line
segment in this set. In general, in the mixed-integer case the setΘ̌ can admit a very peculiar
structure that can be exploited to yield a procedure for verifying condition (4.2) that allows
for fathoming nodek. We postpone this discussion until Section 5.

In Figures 4.1(c) and 4.1(d), a subproblemPk with a feasible setX̃k admits a Pareto
setỸkN in the form of a piecewise linear concave curve spanned between the subproblem’s

extreme points,yk,N−W andyk,S−E . In Fig. 4.1(c), the set̃Y
≦
kN has an empty intersection

with the setΘ̌ and nodek can therefore be fathomed. This empty intersection can be verified
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by applying the separation argument to the elements ofΘ̌> including the sets{y̌2} + R2
>,

[y̌3, y̌4] + R2
>, and[y̌4, y̌5] + R2

>. Contrary to this case, in Fig. 4.1(d), the setỸ
≦
kN has a

nonempty intersection witȟΘ and subproblemPk cannot be fathomed.
Generic and established fathoming rules.As observed above, fathoming rule (4.1) is

difficult to check and it is of interest to develop practical fathoming rules that can be easily
implemented. A practical fathoming rule is typically a sufficient condition that allows node
k to be discarded without enumerating all the Pareto points ofthe corresponding subproblem
Pk. The literature on integer and mixed-binary multiobjective linear programming provides
fathoming rules that can be extended to the mixed-integer case. We first develop a generic
fathoming rule that encompasses the existing rules. Following the single objective case, at a
BB nodek we define anupper-boundset denoted byUBk that is related to problemPk. For
any set of attainable pointŝY such that̂Y = ŶN we define alower-boundset denoted byLB.
The former is an upper-bound set in the sense that its points weakly dominate all attainable
points of subproblemPk, while the latter is a lower-bound set in the sense that its points
assume objective values of some feasible solutions of problemP . We also define augmented

upper and lower-bound sets,UB
≦
k andLB>, and state the generic fathoming rule as

UB
≦
k ∩ LB> = ∅. (4.5)

ESTABLISHED FATHOMING RULE 0. At nodek, a well-known upper-bound set denoted
UB0

k is the ideal point of problem̃Pk, i.e., UB0
k = {ỹkI}. The computation of this set is

simple but the resulting rule is often ineffective. A lower-bound set isLB1 = Θ̌ implied by
the currently known set̂Y . Figure 4.1(c) illustrates the setsUB0

k andLB1 for a biobjective
problem. The ideal point̃ykI is not dominated by any integer feasible solution, and fathoming
rule (4.5) proves useless in this case.

ESTABLISHED FATHOMING RULE 1. Another type of upper-bound set that is tighter
than the ideal point isUB1

k = ỸkN . The computation of this set requires finding the extreme
Pareto points of problem̃Pk. UsingLB1 = Θ̌, rule (4.5) becomes

Ỹ
≦
kN ∩ Θ̌> = ∅, (4.6)

which can be viewed as another version of condition (4.1).
Figure 4.1(c) also illustrates the setsỸkN andLB1 for a biobjective problemP̃k. All

Pareto points iñYkN are dominated by the points iňΘ, and based on fathoming rule (4.5)
nodek can be fathomed. Another problemPk is depicted in Figure 4.1(d). In this case, not
all Pareto points iñYkN are dominated by the points iňΘ, the rule does not apply, and node
k cannot be fathomed. However, a direct implementation of condition (4.6) would require
a significant computation overhead and is avoided. The literature provides other practical
rules, namely the second and third type of bound sets presented below, that are an applied
refinement of rule (4.6).

Bound setsUB2
k andLB2 are proposed by Viśee et al. [29]. The setUB2

k is based on
the objective valueβ(λ) of an optimal solution of the weighted-sum problem associated with
problemP̃k:

β(λ) = max
x
{(λc1 + (1− λ)c2)

⊤x : x ∈ X̃k}, (4.7)

where

λ =
λ1

λ1 + λ2
, λ1 = yk,N−W

2 − yk,S−E
2 , λ2 = yk,S−E

1 − yk,N−W
1 . (4.8)
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The intuition for this choice ofλ is that the weight vector of the objective function in (4.7) is
perpendicular to the line passing through the two extreme points. The upper-bound set is

UB2
k = {y ∈ R2 : y = (c⊤1 x, c

⊤
2 x) : (λc1 + (1− λ)c2)

⊤x = β(λ),x ∈ X̃k}.

Note thatUB2
k is not a proper upper bound in that it does not dominate, in general, all Pareto

points in Ỹk. Consider now, for any̌y in Θ̌, the weighted sumλy̌1 + (1 − λ)y̌2. If for all
points inΘ̌, this weighted sum is greater than that for anyy ∈ UB2

k, nodek can be fathomed.
Instead of checking this condition for every point iňΘ, a valid lower bound is obtained by
the points attaining the minimum of the weighted sum over allpoints iny̌ ∈ Θ:

LB2 = {y ∈ R2 : λy1 + (1− λ)y2 = min
y̌∈Θ̌

(λy̌1 + (1− λ)y̌2)}.

ESTABLISHED FATHOMING RULE 2. If

min
y̌∈Θ̌

(λy̌1 + (1− λ)y̌2) ≥ λy1 + (1− λ)y2 (4.9)

for all y ∈ UB2
k, then rule (4.5) holds and nodek can be fathomed.

A third type of bound sets,UB3
k andLB3, is discussed by Ehrgott and Gandibleux [11]

who evaluate the quality of bound sets, and by Sourd and Spanjaard [25] who construct a

hyperplane separating the augmented setsUB
≦
k andLB> to fathom a node. The bound set

UB3
k is an extension ofUB2

k that considers multiple values ofλ. Given that these bound sets
yield sufficient conditions for fathoming a node, it makes sense to try different values ofλ if
the one forLB2 andUB2

k did not prove it. Consider a set ofr weightsΛ = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λr}.
Then define the following sets fort ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}:

UB3
k(λt) = {y ∈ R2 : y = (c⊤1 x, c

⊤
2 x) : (λtc1 + (1− λt)c2)

⊤x = β(λt),x ∈ X̃k}
LB3(λt) = {y ∈ R2 : λty1 + (1− λt)y2 = miny̌∈Θ̌(λty̌1 + (1− λt)y̌2)}.

ESTABLISHED FATHOMING RULE 3. If for all y in UB3
k there existsλt in Λ such that

min
y̌∈Θ̌

(λty̌1 + (1− λt)y̌2) ≥ λty1 + (1− λt)y2, (4.10)

then rule (4.5) holds and nodek can be fathomed.
We improve on the available fathoming rules in the next section and provide an efficient

implementation of the proposed rules in the subsequent sections.

5. New Fathoming Rules.The review of the established fathoming rules presented in
the previous section implies the following sufficient condition for fathoming nodek: for
each element iňΘ there exists a line inR2 separating this point from the setỸkN . If this
condition holds, we say that the element inΘ̌ is separablefrom the setỸkN . In this section
we discuss a procedure for checking this condition. Before explaining the idea, we provide a
few considerations on how to make efficient use of the setΘ̌ with a large cardinality|Θ̌|.

First, the bound setLB may include a large number of local nadir points and local nadir
sets. In order to control the complexity of a fathoming procedure, one can use a setΘ̌ induced
by a subset of̂Y . Second, at the BB nodek there is no need to consider the whole setΘ̌.
Due to (4.2), one should include all local nadir points and local nadir sets that are weakly
dominated by the ideal̃ykI . This limits the set of local nadir points and local nadir sets at
nodek to Θ̌k = Θ̌ ∩ ({ỹkI}+ R2

≦
).

The first rule we present is obvious.
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FATHOMING RULE 1. Nodek can be fathomed if̌Θk = ∅.
We now extend the fathoming rule proposed by Ehrgott and Gandibleux [11]. In order

to satisfy (4.2), we formulate an auxiliary optimization problem. Consider a local nadir point
y̌ and local nadir set[y̌′, y̌′′] in Θ̌k. If there existsλ ∈ [0, 1] such thatλy̌1 + (1 − λ)y̌2 ≥
(λc1 + (1 − λ)c2)

⊤x for all x ∈ X̃k, all Pareto pointsz(x) = y ∈ ỸkN of problemP̃k,
and hence those ofPk, are weakly dominated by the local nadir pointy̌. Similarly, if there
existsλ ∈ [0, 1] such thatλy̌′1 + (1− λ)y̌′2 ≥ (λc1 + (1− λ)c2)

⊤x andλy̌′′1 + (1− λ)y̌′′2 ≥
(λc1 + (1− λ)c2)

⊤x for all x ∈ X̃k, all Pareto pointsz(x) = y ∈ ỸkN of problemP̃k are
weakly dominated by the local nadir set[y̌′, y̌′′]. If this holds for all elements of̌Θk, then the
nodek can be fathomed.

FATHOMING RULE 2. Nodek can be fathomed if each local nadir pointy̌ and each
local nadir set[y̌′, y̌′′] in Θ̌k is separable from̃YkN , that is,

∀y̌ ∈ Θ̌k ∃λ ∈ [0, 1] : λy̌1 + (1− λ)y̌2 ≥ maxx∈X̃k
{(λc1 + (1− λ)c2)

⊤x}
and
∀[y̌′, y̌′′] ∈ Θ̌k ∃λ ∈ [0, 1] : λy̌′1 + (1− λ)y̌′2 ≥ maxx∈X̃k

{(λc1 + (1− λ)c2)
⊤x}

λy̌′′1 + (1− λ)y̌′′2 ≥ maxx∈X̃k
{(λc1 + (1− λ)c2)

⊤x}.

(5.1)

Note that this fathoming rule requires that oneλ exist for each local nadir point and for each
local nadir set iňΘk. This rule will be enforced by solving a nonlinear optimization problem
by means of a parametric linear program. As a result, we reduce condition (5.1) to checking
the feasibility of two linear programs given in Theorem 5.1.

THEOREM 5.1. Condition(5.1)holds if and only if for every local nadir poinťy ∈ Θ̌k

and for every local nadir set[y̌′, y̌′′] ∈ Θ̌k there existλ ∈ [0, 1] andw ∈ Rm such that the
following two linear programs are feasible:

P̂FR(y̌) : minλ,w 0 P̂FR([y̌
′, y̌′′]) : minλ,w 0

s.t. λy̌1 + (1− λ)y̌2 ≥ b⊤k w s.t. λy̌′1 + (1− λ)y̌′2 ≥ b⊤k w

A⊤
k w = λc1 + (1− λ)c2 λy̌′′1 + (1− λ)y̌′′2 ≥ b⊤k w

λ ∈ [0, 1] A⊤
k w = λc1 + (1− λ)c2

w ≧ 0 λ ∈ [0, 1]
w ≧ 0.

Proof. Condition (5.1) can be expressed as an optimization problem PFR whose ob-
jective function is zero since only the existence of a feasible λ is of interest. BecausěΘk

comprises a finite set of local nadir points and a finite set of local nadir sets defined as line
segments, we can rewrite it ašΘk = {y̌1, y̌2, . . . , y̌h, [v̌1, ǔ1], [v̌2, ǔ2], . . . , [v̌q, ǔq]}. Let
λ ∈ [0, 1]h+q be a vector of variablesλ for all local nadir points and local nadir sets iňΘk.
Then for nodek to be fathomed the following problem must be feasible:

PFR : minλ 0

s.t. λj y̌
j
1 + (1− λj)y̌

j
2 ≥ maxx∈X̃k

{(λjc1 + (1− λj)c2)
⊤x} ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , h

λh+iv̌
i
1 + (1− λh+i)v̌

i
2 ≥ maxx∈X̃k

{(λh+ic1 + (1− λh+i)c2)
⊤x} ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , q

λh+iǔ
i
1 + (1− λh+i)ǔ

i
2 ≥ maxx∈X̃k

{(λh+ic1 + (1− λh+i)c2)
⊤x}

λ ∈ [0, 1]h+q.

Note that a scalarλh+i is associated with the end points of the local nadir set[v̌i, ǔi] in Θ̌k.
Due to convexity, separating the end points is sufficient to separate the entire nadir set. Using
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(4.7), the family of constraints ofPFR can be rewritten as

λj y̌
j
1 + (1− λj)y̌

j
2 ≥ β(λj) ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , h

λh+iv̌
i
1 + (1− λh+i)v̌

i
2 ≥ β(λh+i) ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , q

λh+iǔ
i
1 + (1− λh+i)ǔ

i
2 ≥ β(λh+i),

(5.2)

whereβ(λ) = maxx∈X̃k
{(λc1 + (1− λc2)

⊤x}. ProblemPFR hash+ q variables, and can
be decomposed intoh+ q subproblems. As a consequence,PFR is feasible if and only if all
of the following subproblemsPFR(y̌), for all local nadir pointšy ∈ Θ̌k, andPFR([y̌

′, y̌′′]),
for all local nadir sets[y̌′, y̌′′] ∈ Θ̌k, are feasible:

PFR(y̌) : minλ 0
s.t. λy̌1 + (1− λ)y̌2 ≥ β(λ)

λ ∈ [0, 1].

PFR([y̌
′, y̌′′]) : minλ 0

s.t. λy̌′1 + (1− λ)y̌′2 ≥ β(λ)
λy̌′′1 + (1− λ)y̌′′2 ≥ β(λ)
λ ∈ [0, 1].

Let F denote the set of allλ feasible forPFR (i.e., satisfying (5.2)) andFy̌ andF[y̌′,y̌′′]

denote the sets of allλ feasible for subproblemsPFR(y̌) or PFR([y̌
′, y̌′′]), respectively.

Then obviouslyF = F1 × F2 × · · · × Fh+q. This suggests that verifying the feasibility
of problemPFR is equivalent to verifying the feasibility of each subproblemPFR(y̌) and
PFR([y̌

′, y̌′′]), i.e., if at least one of subproblemsPFR(y̌) or PFR([y̌
′, y̌′′]) is infeasible,

thenPFR is infeasible and the subproblemPk cannot be fathomed.

The right-hand side of the constraints in the subproblems isthe objective function value
of an optimal solution of (4.7), that is, the weighted-sum problem ofP̃k defined asmaxx{(λc1+
(1− λ)c2)

⊤x : Akx ≤ bk}. Its dual is

minw b⊤k w

s.t. A⊤
k w = λc1 + (1− λ)c2

w ≧ 0.
(5.3)

ProblemPFR(y̌) (or problemPFR([y̌
′, y̌′′])) is feasible if and only if the right-hand-side

β(λ) is finite (in other words, if the optimal value of problem (4.7) exists and is finite) and
the inequality constraint holds. Ifβ(λ) = −∞, thenX̃k = ∅ and nodek can be fathomed.
If β(λ) = +∞, thenmax{c⊤1 x : x ∈ X̃} or max{c⊤2 x : x ∈ X̃} is unbounded, which
is excluded by assumption. Using linear programming strongduality, the dual problem is
feasible and assumes the finite optimal objective valueb⊤k w

′(λ), whereβ(λ) = b⊤k w
′(λ)

andw′(λ) is an optimal solution of the dual problem, clearly dependent on λ. From this
point on, we ignore the dependence ofw onλ because they belong to the same optimization
problem and are inherently dependent on each other. We can then substitute the nonlinear
right-hand sides ofPFR(y̌) andPFR([y̌

′, y̌′′])with b⊤k w
′. This substitution however requires

the knowledge ofw′ which we would like to avoid. From weak duality,b⊤k w ≥ β(λ), and
we replace the nonlinear right-hand sides ofPFR(y̌) andPFR([y̌

′, y̌′′]) with b⊤k w as long
as the dual feasibility constraints are satisfied. ProblemsPFR(y̌) andPFR([y̌

′, y̌′′]) then
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become

P̂FR(y̌) : minλ,w 0 P̂FR([y̌
′, y̌′′]) : minλ,w 0

s.t. λy̌1 + (1− λ)y̌2 ≥ b⊤k w s.t. λy̌′1 + (1− λ)y̌′2 ≥ b⊤k w

A⊤
k w = λc1 + (1− λ)c2 λy̌′′1 + (1− λ)y̌′′2 ≥ b⊤k w

λ ∈ [0, 1] A⊤
k w = λc1 + (1− λ)c2

w ≧ 0 λ ∈ [0, 1]
w ≧ 0.

Naturally, we cannot guarantee that for everyw feasible for problem (5.3) the constraints
b⊤k w ≤ λy̌1+(1−λ)y̌2, b⊤k w ≤ λy̌′1+(1−λ)y̌′2, andb⊤k w ≤ λy̌′′1 +(1−λ)y̌′′2 are fulfilled,
or, in other words, that problemŝPFR(y̌) and P̂FR([y̌

′, y̌′′]) are feasible. However, there
existsw′ ≧ 0 such thatA⊤

k w
′ = λc1 + (1 − λ)c2 andb⊤k w

′ = β(λ) ≤ λy̌1 + (1 − λ)y̌2
so that problemŝPFR(y̌) andP̂FR([y̌

′, y̌′′]) are feasible. As a result, problemsPFR(y̌) and
PFR([y̌

′, y̌′′]) are feasible if and only if problemŝPFR(y̌) and P̂FR([y̌
′, y̌′′]) are feasible

respectively.
We now reformulate the linear programs in Theorem 5.1 by moving one of the constraints

to the objective function and minimizing the violation of that constraint.
COROLLARY 5.2. Condition(5.1) holds if and only if for every local nadir poinťy ∈

Θ̌k and for every local nadir set[y̌′, y̌′′] ∈ Θ̌k, the following two linear programs have a
nonpositive optimal objective value:

P ⋆
FR(y̌) : minλ,w b⊤k w − (λy̌1 + (1− λ)y̌2) P ⋆

FR([y̌
′, y̌′′]) : minλ,w b⊤k w − (λy̌′1 + (1− λ)y̌′2)

s.t. A⊤
k w = λc1 + (1− λ)c2 s.t. λy̌′′1 + (1− λ)y̌′′2 ≥ b⊤k w

λ ∈ [0, 1] A⊤
k w = λc1 + (1− λ)c2

w ≧ 0 λ ∈ [0, 1]
w ≧ 0.

Proof. Based on Theorem 5.1, condition (5.1) holds if and only if problemsP̂FR(y̌) and
P̂FR([y̌

′, y̌′′]) are feasible for each element iňΘk.
Obviously, for every local nadir poinťy in Θ̌k, (λ⋆,w⋆) is feasible for problem̂PFR(y̌)

if and only ifb⊤k w
⋆−(λ⋆y̌1+(1−λ⋆)y̌2) ≤ 0, which holds if and only if(λ⋆,w⋆) is feasible

for problemP̂ ⋆
FR(y̌) and this problem has a nonpositive optimal objective value.

For every local nadir set[y̌′, y̌′′] in Θ̌k, (λ⋆,w⋆) is feasible for problem̂PFR([y̌
′, y̌′′]) if

and only ifb⊤k w
⋆ ≤ λ⋆y′1+(1−λ⋆)y′2 andb⊤k w

⋆ ≤ λ⋆y′′1+(1−λ⋆)y′′2 . W.l.o.g., any of these
two constraints is moved to the objective function to construct problemP̂ ⋆

FR([y̌
′, y̌′′]). Then

(λ⋆,w⋆) is feasible for problemP ⋆
FR([y̌

′, y̌′′]) and this problem has a nonpositive optimal
objective value.

Fathoming Rule 2 can be applied efficiently according to a ranking of the elements in
Θ̌k. Given that this rule fails if at least one of the linear programs given in Corollary 5.2
is infeasible, it is better to first solve the linear programsfor those elements iňΘk that are
less likely to be separated from the setỸkN . The lower the valueλy̌1 + (1 − λ)y̌2, with λ
calculated as in (4.8), the less likely is the local nadir point y̌ to be separable.

PREPROCESSING FORFATHOMING RULE 2. For each local nadir poinťy in Θ̌k, cal-
culateλy̌1 + (1 − λ)y̌2, with λ obtained as in (4.8). Rank the points giving rank one to the
points with the lowest value. Apply Fathoming Rule 2 to the local nadir points in the order of
the ranking.
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5.1. Further improvements on Fathoming Rule 2.Depending on the size of the orig-
inal problem, the number|Θ̌k| of problemsP ⋆

FR to be solved can be very large and hence
the techniques discussed above can still be inefficient. We now propose additional simple
procedures to improve the fathoming rules and reduce|Θ̌k|.

FATHOMING RULE 2A . Given an optimal solution(λ⋆,w⋆) of problemP ⋆
FR(y̌), elimi-

nate from the seťΘk all nadir pointsy̌t 6= y̌ for which the associated problemP ⋆
FR(y̌

t) has
not yet been solved and such thatb⊤k w

⋆ ≤ λ⋆y̌t1 + (1− λ⋆)y̌t2.

For all such local nadir pointšyt, (λ⋆,w⋆) is also a feasible solution for problemP ⋆
FR(y̌

t),
which therefore does not have to be solved sinceλ⋆ satisfies condition (5.1) for the local
nadir pointy̌t. This elimination is also valid for all local nadir sets[y̌′, y̌′′] such thatb⊤k w

⋆ ≤
λ⋆y̌′1 + (1 − λ⋆)y̌′2 andb⊤k w

⋆ ≤ λ⋆y̌′′1 + (1 − λ⋆)y̌′′2 . In other words, all such local nadir
points and local nadir sets iňΘk are separable from the setỸkN .

The second improvement concerns the local nadir pointsy̌s that cannot be eliminated
from the setΘ̌k using Fathoming Rule 2a. To develop Fathoming Rule 2b, we modify λ⋆

while keepingw⋆ fixed. For these points,λ⋆y̌s1 + (1− λ⋆)y̌s2 < b⊤k w
⋆ and hence

λ⋆y̌s1 + (1− λ⋆)y̌s2 < b⊤k w
⋆ ≤ λ⋆y̌1 + (1− λ⋆)y̌2.

Two cases may occur:̌ys1 > y̌1 or y̌s1 < y̌1. The two components cannot be equal as otherwise
there would be a dominated nadir point. Assume w.l.o.g. thaty̌s1 > y̌1. Theny̌s2 < y̌2, since
if y̌s2 ≥ y̌2 then y̌s would dominatěy. Additionally, if ys1 = ys2 this nadir point cannot be
separated with any neŵλ. Given y̌s1 > y̌1 andy̌s2 < y̌2, all λ such that problemP ⋆

FR(y̌) is
feasible must satisfyλy̌s1 + (1− λ)y̌s2 ≥ b⊤k w

⋆, i.e.,

λ ≥ max
{

0,
b⊤

k
w⋆−y̌s

2

y̌s

1
−y̌s

2

}

if y̌s1 > y̌s2;

λ ≤ min
{

1,
b⊤

k
w⋆−y̌s

2

y̌s

1
−y̌s

2

}

if y̌s1 < y̌s2.
(5.4)

Assumingy̌s1 6= y̌s2, define

λ̂ =
b⊤k w

⋆ − y̌s2
y̌s1 − y̌s2

. (5.5)

Note that ifA⊤
k w

∗ = λ̂c1+(1−λ̂)c2 then(λ̂,w⋆) is a feasible solution of problemP ∗
FR(y̌

s).
FATHOMING RULE 2B. Given an optimal solution(λ⋆,w⋆) of problemP ⋆

FR(y̌), elimi-
nate from the seťΘk all nadir pointsy̌s 6= y̌ for which the associated problemP ⋆

FR(y̌
s) has

not yet been solved and such thatb⊤k w
⋆ > λ⋆y̌s1+(1−λ⋆)y̌s2 andA⊤

k w
⋆ = λ̂c1+(1− λ̂)c2,

whereλ̂ is given in (5.5).
Based on Fathoming Rule 2b, no other value ofλ implied by (5.4) can help resolve the

separability of local nadir points from the setỸkN . For elements still remaining in the set
Θ̌k, the linear programs given in Corollary 5.2 need to be explicitly solved. The procedure is
repeated until all local nadir points and all local nadir sets in Θ̌k have been considered, both
explicitly by solving the linear programs (i.e., applying Fathoming Rule 2) or implicitly by
checking the feasibility of the linear programs with already computed solutions (i.e., applying
Fathoming Rules 2a and 2b).
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6. BB algorithm for BOMILPs. In this section we make use of the theory developed
in the previous sections and describe a BB algorithm for finding the Pareto and efficient sets
of BOMILPs. The algorithm employs four procedures that are summarized in Algorithms
1-4. Before we present the BB algorithm, we first discuss the procedures.

The first procedure COMPUTEEXTREMES computes the bounds on the objective space
of problemP which are implied by the ideal and nadir points of problemP̃ . The objective
vector of any feasible solution of problemP lies in the interior of the box determined by the
pointsyN−W andyS−E . The pseudo-code of this procedure is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Computation of the bounds in the objective space of problemP .
1: procedure COMPUTEEXTREMES (P )
2: if X̃ = ∅ then
3: yS−E = yN−W = (−∞,−∞)
4: return (yS−E ,yN−W )

5: ComputeyN−W
1 = min{z1(x) : x ∈ X̃}

6: ComputeyN−W
2 = max{z2(x) : x ∈ X̃}

7: ComputeyS−E
1 = max{z1(x) : x ∈ X̃}

8: ComputeyS−E
2 = min{z2(x) : x ∈ X̃}

9: return (yN−W ,yS−E)

The procedure COMPUTEFEASSOL-ǫ with the pseudo-code given in Algorithm 2 finds
attainable points of problemP . The procedure employs theǫ-constraint method [13] accord-
ing to which the first objective function of problemP is maximized subject to the feasible set
of problemP and an additional constraint that is yielded by the other objective function. The
method requires that the interval[yN−W

2 , yS−E
2 ] be discretized intoN subintervals, where

N is an input to the procedure. The right-hand sideǫ of the new constraint is determined
by theN discrete values. Although theǫ-constraint problem is solved for eachǫ, the same
optimal solution may be obtained for different values ofǫ. An optimal solution to theǫ-
constraint problem is a weakly efficient solution for problem P . In particular, if the optimal
solutionsxj−1 andxj obtained for two subsequent values ofǫ are equal for all components
i ∈ {p + 1, . . . , n}, then all points in conv{xj−1,xj} are feasible solutions for problemP ,
although not necessarily weakly efficient forP . The optimal solutions to theǫ-constraint
problem are stored in the set̂X and their images in the setŶ . In order to satisfy the condition
Ŷ = ŶN , we filter out the points that are not Pareto inŶ by applying theVMAX operator
to Ŷ . We update the set̂X accordingly. The seťΘ of local nadir points that are implied by
the Pareto points are also computed.

The procedure REDUCENADIRSET, whose pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 3, applies
the fathoming rules at a nodek of the BB tree. The seťΘk of local nadir points and sets
associated with problemPk is reduced to those that are not separable from the setỸkN .
In the procedure, the ideal point and the bounds in the objective space of problem̃Pk are
initially computed. Then all local nadir points and sets that are weakly dominated bỹykI

are included in the seťΘk. During this process, some local nadir sets may be partitioned
and reduced since only some parts of these sets might be weakly dominated bỹykI . After
applying the Preprocessing for Fathoming Rule 2 and Fathoming Rules 1, 2, 2a, and 2b, the
final setΘ̌k is returned.

If, as a result of the procedure REDUCENADIRSET, a nodek cannot be fathomed, the
procedure EXPLORENODE is initiated either to obtain the Pareto points of problemP̃k that are
also feasible for problemP or to branch at the nodek and generate two new subproblems. We
use the Parametric Simplex Algorithm (PSA) [10] to solve theweighted-sum problem̃Pk(ρ)
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Algorithm 2 Theǫ-constraint method to find feasible solutions and attainable points of prob-
lemP .

1: procedure COMPUTEFEASSOL-ǫ (P,N ,yN−W ,yS−E)
2: X̂ = ∅, Ŷ = ∅

3: Discretize the interval[yS−E
2 , yN−W

2 ] intoN subintervals, i.e.τ =
y
N−W

2
−y

S−E

2

N

4: Setǫ0 = yS−E
2

5: for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1} do
6: maxx{c⊤1 x : Ax ≤ b, c⊤2 x > ǫj ,x ∈ Rp × Zn−p} ⊲ ǫ-constraint problem
7: if solutionxj is found andxj /∈ X̂ then
8: X̂ ← X̂ ∪ {xj}
9: Ŷ ← Ŷ ∪ {z(xj)}

10: if xj
i = xj−1

i for i ∈ {p+ 1, . . . , n} andj > 1 then
11: Ŷ ← Ŷ ∪ [z(xj−1), z(xj)]

12: updateǫj+1 = ǫj + τ

13: Ŷ ← VMAX(Ŷ )
14: X̂ ← EFF (X̂)
15: ComputeΘ̌
16: return X̂, Ŷ , Θ̌

associated with the subproblem̃Pk, whereρ is the parameter scalarizing the vector-valued
objective function of problemP . The pseudo-code of the procedure EXPLORENODE is given
in Algorithm 4. Lines 3-8 are the steps of the PSA. In every iteration of the algorithm, an
optimal solution of the subproblem̃Pk(ρ) is computed for the current value ofρ, starting with
ρ = 1. For a given value ofρ the weighted-sum problem̃Pk(ρ) may have multiple optimal
solutions. Note that all these optimal solutions map to a unique point in the objective space
of problemP . If desired, the PSA may have the capability of recording allthese solutions.

In every iteration of the PSA, two mutually exclusive cases may be observed.
• The optimal solution of problem̃Pk(ρ) obtained in iterations is not feasible for

problemP , i.e., xs /∈ Rp × Zn−p. Then there existsi ∈ {p + 1, p + 2, . . . , n}
such thatxs

i 6∈ Z. At this point of the procedure, any such componentxs
i should be

selected for branching so thatxi ≤ ⌊x
s
i ⌋ or xi ≥ ⌈x

s
i ⌉;

• The optimal solution of problem̃Pk(ρ) obtained in iterations is feasible for problem
P , i.e.,xs ∈ Rp × Zn−p. The solutionxs is included in the set̂X and its image is
included in the set̂Y .

Since a solutionxs may be infeasible for problemP , we define the setU to store the infea-
sible solutions. Having multiple infeasible solutions gives more degrees of freedom on the
variable to branch upon, which is very useful in several branch and bound algorithms given
that the branching variable choice is critical to the efficiency of the search procedure.

If the optimal solutionxs obtained in iterations is feasible for problemP , thenxs is
feasible for the slice problemP (x̄s), wherex̄s

i = xs
i for i = p+1, p+2, . . . , n. However the

optimal solutions obtained in the subsequent iteration maybe feasible or not for the same slice
problem. Ifxs

i = xs−1
i for i = p+1, p+2, . . . , n, then the optimal solutionsxs−1 andxs are

feasible for the slice problemsP (x̄s−1) andP (x̄s), respectively, andX(xs−1) = X(xs).
The line segment[z(xs−1), z(xs)] belongs toYN (x̄s−1) = YN (x̄s). If there exists one
componenti ∈ {p + 1, p + 2, . . . , n} such thatxs

i 6= xs−1
i , thenX(xs−1) 6= X(xs). If the

latter takes place, the PSA has stopped solving the slice problemP (x̄s−1) and switched to
solving the slice problemP (x̄s). This switch is due to the fact that the Pareto set of problem
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Algorithm 3 Separation of local nadir points and sets.

1: procedure REDUCENADIRSET (Pk, Θ̌)
2: (yk,S−E ,yk,N−W )← COMPUTEEXTREMES(Pk)
3: if (yk,S−E ,yk,N−W ) = (−∞,−∞) then return∅
4: else
5: Computeyk∗

6: Sety1 = y′′1 −
(y′′

1
−y′

1
)(yk∗

2
−y′′

2
)

(y′

2
−y′′

2
) , y2 = y′′2 +

(y′

2
−y′′

2
)(y′′

1
−yk∗

1
)

(y′′

1
−y′

1
) ,

Θ̌k =























y̌ ∈ Θ̌ if y̌1 ≤ yk∗1 , y̌2 ≤ yk∗2
[(y′1, y

′
2), (y

′′
1 , y

′′
2 )] ∈ Θ̌ if y′1 ≤ yk∗1 , y′′1 ≤ yk∗1 , y′2 ≤ yk∗2 , y′′2 ≤ yk∗2

[(y′1, y
′
2), (y

k∗
1 , y2)] ∈ Θ̌ if y′1 ≤ yk∗1 ≤ y′′1 , y′′2 ≤ y′2 ≤ yk∗2

[(y1, y
k∗
2 ), (y′′1 , y

′′
2 )] ∈ Θ̌ if y′1 ≤ y′′1 ≤ yk∗1 , y′′2 ≤ yk∗2 ≤ y′2

[(y1, y
k∗
2 ), (yk∗1 , y2)] ∈ Θ̌ if y′1 ≤ yk∗1 ≤ y′′1 , y′′2 ≤ yk∗2 ≤ y′2

7: if Θ̌k = ∅ then return∅ ⊲ Fathoming Rule 1
8: else
9: RankΘ̌k ⊲ Preprocessing for Fathoming Rule 2

10: for all elements iňΘk do ⊲ Fathoming Rule 2
11: SolveP ⋆

FR

12: if optimum(λ⋆,w⋆) exists with a nonpositive objective valuethen
13: Θ̌k ← Θ̌k\{y̌} or Θ̌k ← Θ̌k\{[y

′,y′′]}
14: for all y̌ ∈ Θ̌k do ⊲ Fathoming Rule 2a
15: if b⊤k w

⋆ ≤ λ⋆y̌1 + (1− λ⋆)y̌2 then
16: Θ̌k ← Θ̌k\{y̌}

17: for all [y′,y′′] ∈ Θ̌k do
18: if b

⊤
k w

⋆ ≤ λ⋆y′1 + (1− λ⋆)y′2 and b
⊤
k w

⋆ ≤ λ⋆y′′1 + (1− λ⋆)y′′2
then

19: Θ̌k ← Θ̌k\{[y′,y′′]}

20: Updateλ and repeat Fathoming Rule 2a ⊲ Fathoming Rule 2b
21: else
22: return Θ̌k

23: return Θ̌k

P is composed of proper and improper subsets ofYN (x̄s). To account for the switch, the line
segment[z(xs−1), z(xs)] is partitioned into two subsets by branching.

In general, Phase III of the PSA is performed for the so-called critical values ofρ ∈ (0, 1].
If the PSA reaches the stage that the index setI for computing the critical values ofρ is empty,
then the entire Pareto setỸkN of problemP̃k has been explored.

The procedure stops if the PSA stopping condition is satisfied (line 8 in Algorithm 4) or
any of the two additional conditions holds.

STOPPING CONDITION 1. The optimal solutionxs is not feasible for problemP , i.e.,
xs /∈ Rp × Zn−p. Thenxs is included in the setU of fractional (infeasible) solutions of
problemP , and the subproblem exploration procedure stops.

STOPPINGCONDITION 2. The optimal solutionxs is feasible for problemP , i.e.,xs ∈
Rp×Zn−p, but is not feasible for the same slice problem as the optimalsolutionxs−1 found
in iteration s − 1. The solutionxs is included in the set̂X and its image in the set̂Y . Since
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there exists a componenti ∈ {p + 1, p + 2, ..., n} such thatxs
i 6= xs−1

i , a new feasible
solutionxnew for problemP̃k is constructed by settingxnew

i = xs
i + δ(xs−1

i − xs
i ), where

0 < δ < 1/|xs−1
i −xs

i |, for i ∈ {p+1, p+2, ..., n} andxnew
i = xs

i for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., p}. The
pointxnew is included in the setU and the subproblem exploration procedure stops.

The procedure returns the set of feasible solutionsX̂, the set of attainable pointŝY , and
the setU of fractional (infeasible) solutions of problemP .

Algorithm 4 Exploration of unfathomed nodes with the PSA.

1: procedure EXPLORENODE (Pk, X̂, Ŷ )
2: Sets = 0, U = ∅
3: Phase I: Apply Phase I of the Two-phase Method to obtain initial basic feasible so-

lution xs to subproblemP̃k. Let c̄s1 andc̄s2 be the reduced cost vectors of each objective
function associated withxs. ⊲ PSA

4: Setρs = 1 and solve subproblem̃Pk(ρ
s) for optimalxs. ⊲ Phase II

5: loop ⊲ Phase III
6: s← s+ 1
7: if I = {i ∈Nk : c̄s1i ≤ 0, c̄s2i > 0} = ∅ then
8: ReturnX̂, Ŷ , U ⊲ PSA stopping condition is satisfied
9: else

10: Computeρs and corresponding optimalxs.
11: if Stopping Condition 1 is satisfiedthen
12: U ← U ∪ {xs}
13: ReturnX̂, Ŷ , U
14: else ifStopping Condition 2 is satisfiedthen
15: X̂ ← X̂ ∪ {xs}, Ŷ ← Ŷ ∪ {z(xs)}
16: Ŷ ← VMAX(Ŷ ), X̂ ← EFF (X̂), updateΘ̌
17: Constructxnew andU ← U ∪ {xnew}
18: ReturnX̂, Ŷ , U
19: else
20: Ŷ ← [z(xs−1), z(xs)]
21: X̂ ← X̂ ∪ {xs}
22: Ŷ ← VMAX(Ŷ ), X̂ ← EFF (X̂), updateΘ̌

23: end loop
24: ReturnX̂, Ŷ , ∅

Algorithm 5 presents the pseudo-code of the BB algorithm forcomputing Pareto points
and efficient solutions of BOMILPs. The data of problemP and the numberN is the only
input to the algorithm. The procedure COMPUTEEXTREMES is initially called to establish the
bounds in the objective space. ProblemP is assigned to the root node of the BB tree. The yet
unexplored nodes of the tree are stored in the listL. The procedure COMPUTEFEASSOL-ǫ is
then called to initialize the setŝX, Ŷ , andΘ̌. The main steps of the algorithm are performed
as long as the tree has at least one node. For the selected nodek, the related subproblemPk

is then known to be feasible and is examined.
First, the procedure REDUCENADIRSET is called to identify separable local nadir points

and sets and construct the setΘ̌k. Next, the procedure EXPLORENODE is called to solveP̃k

with the PSA, update the setŝX, Ŷ , andU . If there are some fractional solutions available
in the setU , branching takes place on the current node and two new subproblemsP ′

k andP ′′
k

are attached to the BB tree. Otherwise, the current node is fathomed, and the setŝY , X̂, and
Θ̌ are updated. Once all the nodes have been visited, the final sets X̂ andŶ contain efficient
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solutions and Pareto points of problemP respectively.
THEOREM 6.1. Upon termination, the BB algorithm returns a setŶ that contains all

Pareto points of problemP , i.e.,Ŷ = YN .
Proof. The proof is based on the two key operators of the BB scheme used in Algorithm

5: branching and fathoming rules. The root node of the BB treeis associated with the feasible
setX of the original problem, and we prove that all Pareto points are known upon termination
of the BB. The following discussion is on the generic nodeXk of the BB tree, keeping in mind
that the root node is but a special case.

We consider a set̂X of feasible solutions ofP that changes during the algorithm, at each
node of the BB tree and at every iteration of the PSA. An initial set X̂ of feasible solutions
and attainable pointŝY of problemP are generated by the procedure COMPUTEFEASSOL

in Algorithm 2. During the course of the algorithm,Ŷ = ŶN andŶ is modified by adding
new elements or dropping the elements that are dominated by the newly added ones. Note
that the elimination of elements occurs by applying theVMAX operator to the set̂Y after
an element has been added. TheVMAX operator does not eliminate any efficient solution.
The setX̂ is updated accordingly.

For each nodek, fathoming rules are tested against its attainable setỸk. If at least one of
them holds, then each Pareto point ofP̃k is dominated by at least one element ofŶ , as shown
in Section 5. In effect, the elements iñYk will not be considered by the algorithm and will

never enter the set̂Y . This is correct behavior since the fathoming rules guarantee thatỸ
≦
k

cannot contain any Pareto point of problemP , and hence neither canYk.
If no fathoming rule succeeds, nodek is explored by Algorithm 4, that relies on the PSA.

Starting from an initial solutionx0, the algorithm finds, at each iterations, a new efficient
solutionxs to P̃k, for s = 1, 2, . . . , σ whereσ is the number of iterations performed until
either the PSA comes to completion or a stopping condition issatisfied.

If xs is not feasible forP , i.e.,xs /∈ Rp×Zn−p, a branching rulexi ≤ ⌊xs
i ⌋∨xi ≥ ⌈xs

i ⌉
is applied on a variablexi for i ∈ {p+1, p+2, . . . , n} such thatxs

i /∈ Z andi ∈ {p+1, p+
2, . . . , n} and two new BB nodes are created. By branching, we do not exclude any Pareto
point ofP from Ŷ because we do not modifŷY at all. Also, any Pareto point ofPk is a Pareto
point of eitherP ′

k or P ′′
k , which will be examined in later iterations.

If xs is feasible forP , i.e., xs ∈ Rp × Zn−p, thenxs−1 is integer feasible, that is,
xs−1 ∈ Rp × Zn−p, otherwise a branching rule would have been applied in steps− 1. The
solutionxs is added toX̂ and its image is added tôY .

Two cases arise: in the first case,xs andxs−1 do not have the same integer components,
i.e., there existsi ∈ {p + 1, p + 2, . . . , n} such thatxs

i 6= xs−1
i . Suppose w.l.o.g. that

xs−1
i < xs

i . Similar to the fractional case above, a branching rulexi ≤ b ∨ xi ≥ b + 1 is
applied, whereb ∈ (xs−1

i , xs
i ) ∩ Z. This generates two new BB subproblems, which will be

visited in a subsequent step of the algorithm.
In the second case,xs andxs−1 have the same integer components, i.e.,xs

i = xs−1
i

for i ∈ {p + 1, p + 2, . . . , n}. Because these solutions have been found by the PSA,
conv{xs,xs−1} is in the set of efficient solutions of̃Pk. Since conv{xs,xs−1} contains
only feasible solutions forP , conv{xs,xs−1} is also in the set of efficient solutions ofXk.
Hence conv{xs,xs−1} is added toX̂ and its image, which is in the set of Pareto points of
Pk, is added tôY .

Since at each iteration of the PSA the set of Pareto points is either saved intoŶ or
partitioned by branching, no Pareto point is excluded from the search. This proves that the
exploration of a single subproblem does not exclude any Pareto point ofPk. Since every
node is generated through branching, which is an operator that does not eliminate any feasible
solution ofP , all Pareto points ofP and at least one efficient solution for each Pareto point
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are output by the BB algorithm. This concludes the proof.

Algorithm 5 The branch-and-bound algorithm for BOMILPs.
1: procedure BICRIMILP-BB (P,N )
2: (yN−W ,yS−E) = COMPUTEEXTREMES(P ) ⊲ Two LPs of size(m,n)
3: if (yk,S−E ,yk,N−W ) = (−∞,−∞) then return∅, ∅
4: else
5: L ← {P} ⊲ Problem at the root node
6: X̂, Ŷ , Θ̌← COMPUTEFEASSOL-ǫ(P,N ,yN−W ,yS−E) ⊲ Θ̌, Ŷ initialized
7: while L 6= ∅ do
8: SelectPk ∈ L; L ← L\{Pk} ⊲ Select w.r.t. a selection rule
9: Θ̌k ← REDUCENADIRSET(Pk, Θ̌)

10: if Θ̌k 6= ∅ then ⊲ This node could not be fathomed
11: X̂, Ŷ , U ← EXPLORENODE(Pk, X̂, Ŷ ) ⊲ U : set of fractional solutions
12: if U 6= ∅ then
13: Selectx⋆ ∈ U
14: Selecti ∈ {p+ 1, . . . , n} such thatx⋆

i /∈ Z ⊲ Select w.r.t. a branching
rule

15: P ′
k ← Pk ∩ {x ∈ Rp × Zn−p : xi ≤ ⌊x

⋆
i ⌋}

16: P ′′
k ← Pk ∩ {x ∈ Rp × Zn−p : xi ≥ ⌈x⋆

i ⌉}
17: L ← L ∪ {P ′

k, P
′′
k } ⊲ Branch:L is augmented

18: return X̂, Ŷ

7. Example. Consider an example given as the BOMILP (7.1). Figure 7.1 illustrates
the Pareto setsYN (x̄) of ten slice problems for this example. Some sets intersect each other
while others do not. All sets but one are in the form of a piecewise linear concave curve while
one is a singleton. The Pareto setYN of the overall problem can be found by applying (2.3).
It can be observed from the figure thatYN is a nonconvex and disconnected set which makes
the problem difficult to solve.

max z1(x) = −3x1 −6x2 +3x3 +5x4

max z2(x) = 15x1 +4x2 +x3 +2x4

s.t. −x1 +3x5 ≤ 0
x1 −6x5 ≤ 0

−x2 +3x5 ≤ 0
x2 −6x5 ≤ 0

−x3 +4x6 ≤ 0
x3 −4.5x6 ≤ 0

−x4 +4x6 ≤ 0
x4 −4.5x6 ≤ 0

x5 +x6 ≤ 5
x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ R+

x5, x6 ∈ Z+.

(7.1)

We illustrate the basic steps of the BB algorithm on this example. Initially, the procedure
COMPUTEEXTREMES is called to compute the extreme points,yN−W = (−270, 570) and
yS−E = (180, 67.5), of problem (7.1) and establish the bounds in the objective space. Then
the procedure COMPUTEFEASSOL-ǫ is used to compute five feasible solutions and the cor-
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Attainable pointŝY Nadir pointsΘ̌
ŷ
1 = (−191.3, 517.5) y̌1 = (−270, 517.5)

ŷ
2 = (−107.2, 417.5) y̌2 = (−191.3, 417.5)

ŷ
3 = (−32.9, 317.5) y̌3 = (−107.2, 317.5)

ŷ
4 = (41.4, 217.5) y̌4 = (−32.9, 217.5)

ŷ
5 = (115.7, 117.5) y̌5 = (41.4, 117.5)

y̌6 = (115.7, 67.5)
TABLE 7.1

Initial attainable points and nadir points of problem(7.1).

responding attainable criterion vectors of problem (7.1).The initial attainable points and the
associated nadir points are listed in Table 7.1.

We now discuss the steps of the BB algorithm on two arbitrarily selected node problems.
Let Pk1

andPk2
be two different node problems. ProblemPk1

is problem (7.1) with the
additional constraintx6 ≥ 4, and problemPk2

is problem (7.1) with the additional constraints
x5 ≤ 3 andx6 = 0. The upper-bound sets and the ideal points of problemsP̃k1

andP̃k2
are

illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Assume problemPk1

is selected from the listL. Since the procedure REDUCENADIRSET

is called, the seťΘk1
= {y̌5, y̌6} is constructed and the fathoming rules are checked. Fath-

oming Rule 1 fails, sincěΘk1
6= ∅. Therefore Fathoming Rule 2 is applied starting with

the preprocessing which assigns rank 1 to the nadir pointy̌5. In effect, problemP ⋆
FR(y̌

5) is
solved:

P ⋆
FR(y̌

5) : min 5w9 −4w10 +76.1λ −117.5
s.t. −w1 +w2 −18λ ≥ 15

−w3 +w4 −10λ ≥ 4
−w5 +w6 +2λ ≥ 1
−w7 +w8 +3λ ≥ 2
3w1 −6w2 +3w3 −6w4 +w9 ≥ 0
4w5 −4.5w6 +4w7 −4.5w8 +w9 −w10 ≥ 0

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1
w1, w2, . . . , w10 ≥ 0.

Since the optimal objective value of this linear program is equal to50.5, the nadir poinťy5

is not separable and, by Fathoming Rule 2, nodek1 cannot be fathomed. Since the rule
fails on y̌5, the nadir poinťy6 does not have to be checked for separability. The procedure
EXPLORENODE begins to search for possible Pareto points at this node by solving problem
P̃k1

with the PSA. As soon as a solution with nonintegerx5 orx6 components has been found
in an iteration of the PSA, branching is applied on the integer variable having maximum
infeasibility.

In the first iteration of the PSA, a solution tõPk1
is found that is also feasible to problem

(7.1). The integer components of this solution arex5 = 0 andx6 = 5 and the corresponding
Pareto point is(180, 67.5). In the second iteration, the PSA yields another solution toP̃k1

(and feasible to (7.1)) withx5 = 1, x6 = 4, and the image point(108, 156). Since these
two optimal solutions have different values of the two integer components, they belong to
two different slice problems. Therefore one can say that thePSA “jumps” from one slice
problem to another and therefore any convex combination of(180, 67.5) and(108, 156) is
not attainable for problem (7.1). Since the maximum infeasibility is equal for the two integer
variables, branching may occur on eitherx5 or x6.
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FIG. 7.1. Pareto sets of slice problems of BOMILP(7.1). Each Pareto set is indicated in a different shade.
Next to each Pareto set is the pair (x5, x6) of values of the integer variables the slice problem is associated with.
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FIG. 7.2. The initial setŶ and the associated seťΘ for BOMILP (7.1). The ideal points and Pareto sets of
problemsP̃k1

andP̃k2
are also depicted.

Assume now that problemPk2
is selected from the listL during the execution of the

BB algorithm. HereΘ̌k2
= {y̌3, y̌4} 6= ∅. After applying the preprocessing for Fathoming

Rule 2, problemP ⋆
FR(y̌

3) is solved and its optimal objective value is equal to−7.22 with
λ⋆ = 0.4 andw⋆ = (w⋆

1 , w
⋆
2 , . . . , w

⋆
11) = (0, 7.8, 0, 0, 0, 1.8, 0, 3.2, 0, 46.8, 22.5). This

means that the nadir poinťy3 is separable. At this stage, Fathoming Rule 2a is applied and
the feasibility of the current optimal solution(λ⋆,w⋆) is checked for the nadir poinťy4. The
conditionb⊤k2

w⋆ ≤ λ⋆y̌41 + (1 − λ⋆)y̌42 is not satisfied, and the seťΘk2
is reduced to the

singleton{y̌4}.

Fathoming Rule 2b is then applied. Using (5.5),λ̂ = 0.308 is computed to check that the
conditionA⊤

k2
w⋆ = λ̂c1 + (1− λ̂)c2 does not hold. Hence, nodek2 cannot be fathomed.

8. Computational Results. The proposed BB algorithm was coded in C using the Cplex
12.1 solver library [8]. This library allows to implement a branch-and-bound for a single-
objective problem, therefore adapting it to solve BOMILPs required to turn off the check
for the cutoff value to fathom a node, given that there is none in the BOMILP case, and
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to construct a separate data structure to hold the setsX̂ and Ŷ . The algorithm was run on
a 3.2 GHz workstation with 4 GB of RAM memory and tested on instances of BOMILPs
of different size. The problems were generated using the interval ranges of Mavrotas and
Diakoulaki [18, 19]. The elements of the matrixA and the vectorsb andc were randomly
generated within the following intervals:

• [−10, 10] for the elements ofc associated with continuous variables;
• [−200, 200] for the elements ofc associated with 0-1 variables;
• [−50, 50] for the elements ofc associated with integer variables;
• [50, 100] for the elements ofb;
• [−1, 20] for the elements ofA.

In all test problems, the number of variables is equal to the number of constraints (n =
m). The size of the problems gradually increases to 80 variables and 80 constraints. Different
types of problems have been generated: problems with all types of variables (continuous, in-
teger, and binary), problems with no integer variables, andproblems with no binary variables.
Five instances were generated for each type and each size of the problem. In the current im-
plementation, the set of local nadir points and local nadir setsΘ̌ is created using the initial
points in Ŷ and remains unchanged throughout the BB. Therefore, one canexpect a better
performance with larger values ofN , because more local nadir points and local nadir sets
allow us to fathom more BB nodes. A more efficient implementation requires a dynamic data
structure that is currently under development.

The experiments were performed in four stages. In the first stage, the set̂Y was ini-
tialized by settingN to 100 which means that theǫ-constraint method was used for 100
subintervals (which does not guarantee to obtain 100 pointsin Y since the same points can
be computed for different subintervals). Table 8.1 presents the results obtained for test prob-
lems with all types of variables, while Tables 8.2 and 8.3 present the results for test problems
with no integer and no binary variables, respectively. In the first column of the tables, the
following notation is used for the problem size:
nc: the number of continuous variables (nc = p);
nb: the number of binary variables (0 ≤ nb ≤ n− p);
ni: the number of integer variables (0 ≤ ni ≤ n− p, nb + ni = n− p).

For each group of five problems the following statistics related to the effectiveness of the
BB algorithm were calculated and are reported in the tables in column two through column
ten:
CPU: the CPU time measured in seconds;
nodes: the number of nodes processed;
leaf: the number of leaf nodes processed;
FR1: the number of nodes fathomed usingFathoming Rule 1;
FR2: the number of nodes fathomed usingFathoming Rule 2;
inf: the number of nodes fathomed due to infeasibility;
full exp.: the number of nodes fully explored by the Parametric SimplexAlgorithm (PSA);
Pareto: the percentage of Pareto extreme points among all attainable extreme points com-

puted;
preproc.: the number of problemsP ⋆

FR(y̌) that the algorithm did not have to solve because
preprocessing allowed to discard them.

According to the results obtained, as the problem size increases the number of nodes
processed by and the CPU time of the BB algorithm increase as expected. The number of
nodes processed grows not only with the size of the problem but also with the problem type.
Since the leaf nodes statistic is zero, the algorithm constructs the setYN before reaching a
leaf node. On average, 45% of the nodes opened are fathomed by Fathoming Rule 1 or 2
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n×m× nc × nb × ni CPU (s) nodes leaf FR1 FR2 inf full exp. Pareto preproc.
20× 20× 10× 5× 5 0.60 78.0 0 22.0 6.0 0 23.6 0.54 2.0
40× 40× 20× 10× 10 3.32 238.0 0 67.6 34.6 0 30.0 0.53 28.8
60× 60× 30× 15× 15 10.96 458.4 0 108.4 74.6 22.6 32.8 0.45 91.6
80× 80× 40× 20× 20 22.34 616.8 0 156.0 71.2 158.4 27.2 0.35 45.8

TABLE 8.1
Performance statistics of the BB algorithm for instances with all types of variables.

n×m× nc × nb × ni CPU (s) nodes leaf FR1 FR2 inf full exp. Pareto preproc.
20× 20× 10× 10× 0 0.54 70.0 0 21.0 5.4 0 18.0 0.65 1.4
40× 40× 20× 20× 0 2.40 164.4 0 38.2 30.0 0.8 23.2 0.48 17.6
60× 60× 30× 30× 0 14.40 638.4 0 171.0 89.8 31.4 28.8 0.39 94.4
80× 80× 40× 40× 0 37.60 1026.8 0 203.6 165.6 110.8 40.4 0.27 199.4

TABLE 8.2
Performance statistics of the BB algorithm for instances with continuous and binary variables.

or due to infeasibility. Note that the number of nodes fully explored by the PSA obviously
increases with the problem size but does not significantly differ for problems of the same
size and different type. TheParetocolumn indicates that as the problem size increases, the
probability of an attainable extreme point to be a Pareto point decreases.

The last column shows the savings due to the preprocessing (at line 9 of Algorithm 3),
i.e., the number of linear programs that were not solved explicitly. It is apparent that the
preprocessing stage contributes to the performance of the algorithm.

At the second stage, experiments were conducted for three different numbers of subin-
tervals,N = 10, 50, 100, to examine the effect of this number on the performance of the BB
algorithm, and the results are reported in Table 8.4. For eachN , the statistics including the
CPU time, the number of nodes processed (‘nodes’), and the number of all nodes fathomed
due to Fathoming Rule 1 or 2 or infeasibility (‘fathomed’) are reported. As expected, asN
increases, all performance measures improve but the improvement betweenN = 10 and
N = 50 is better than betweenN = 50 andN = 100. The choice ofN may depend on the
problem complexity and the method for computing the initialset Ŷ . The tradeoff between
the CPU time spent in the initialN mixed-integer linear programs and the benefit of a tighter
set of local nadir points/sets may differ from one problem class to the other. Given that the
algorithm has to solveN mixed-integer linear programs, for large scale instances it is desir-
able to keepN limited. Although we used the exact procedure, a heuristic method can also
be applied.

The goal of the experiments performed in the third stage was to compare the effective-
ness of the fathoming rules already established in the literature and the new fathoming rules
proposed in this paper. Table 8.6 reports the results obtained when the established and pro-
posed fathoming rules are embedded in the BB algorithm. The results are presented for four
combinations of the BB algorithm: (i) the complete BB algorithm, Fathoming Rule 1 (FR1)
and 2 (FR2); (ii) the BB algorithm equipped only with FR1; (iii) the BB algorithm equipped
with FR1 and Established Fathoming Rule 2 (EFR2); (iv) the BBalgorithm equipped with
FR1 and Established Fathoming Rule 3 (EFR3). The implementation of EFR2 is straightfor-
ward. In order to implement EFR3, we use the setΛ of uniformly distributed weight vectors
with |Λ| = 11.

For every combination we report four statistics: the CPU time, the number of nodes
processed (‘nodes’), the number of nodes fathomed by the applied rule(s) (‘fathomed by’),
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n×m× nc × nb × ni CPU (s) nodes leaf FR1 FR2 inf full exp. Pareto preproc.
20× 20× 10× 0× 10 0.54 66.0 0 21.4 5.6 0 11.6 0.59 1.8
40× 40× 20× 0× 20 4.06 281.6 0 61.6 55.0 0.2 38.4 0.29 65.0
60× 60× 30× 0× 30 16.04 738.8 0 212.4 70.4 45.0 40.4 0.21 139.6
80× 80× 40× 0× 40 53.48 1414.8 0 279.4 219.2 150.8 42.4 0.20 244.4

TABLE 8.3
Performance statistics of the proposed BB algorithm for instances with continuous and integer variables.

N=10 N=50 N=100
CPU nodes fathomed CPU nodes fathomed CPU nodes fathomed

80× 80× 40× 20× 20 31.96 935.2 416.2 23.38 635.6 293.4 22.34 616.8 385.6
80× 80× 40× 40× 0 72.44 2150.8 952.0 39.64 1096.8 508.8 37.58 1026.8 480.0
80× 80× 40× 0× 40 99.96 2902.8 1246.6 54.80 1496.4 669.6 53.12 1414.8 649.4

TABLE 8.4
Performance statistics of the BB algorithm for different number of subintervals,N .

and the number of times the PSA is run (‘PSA run’). The∗ sign marks the best combination
of the BB algorithm for each statistic. According to the obtained results, in terms of the
number of nodes processed, the proposed BB algorithm (combinations (i) and (ii)) is better
than the other two algorithmic combinations ((iii) and (iv)). The performance of combination
(iv) is close to that of (i). In terms of CPU time, the BB algorithm takes longer time due to
solving the auxiliary linear programs and combination (iv)is better than others especially for
larger instances. Note that all rules (FR1+EFR2+EFR3+FR2)can be used together in a BB.
However, we wanted to measure the impact of each rule rather than build a fast BOMILP
solver.

In the final experimental stage, we solved the biobjective set covering problem (BOSCP)
with the BB algorithm using the data in Jaszkiewicz [14]. TheBOSCP is a well-known
problem in which two linear objective functions are maximized subject to covering constraints
and all variables are constrained to be binary. Usingm andn to denote the number of items
and sets, respectively, we report the obtained results in Table 8.5 for problems of three sizes,
which are specified in column 1. In columns two to four we report the CPU time, the number
of nodes processed (‘nodes’), and the numbers of nodes fathomed due to Fathoming Rule 1
or 2 (‘fathomed by FR1 + FR2’), respectively. Observe that, as the problem size increases,
the BB tree grows dramatically. Despite the fact that the algorithm is designed for BOMILPs,
it can be applied to purely integer programs and its performance on the BOSCP, a difficult
combinatorial optimization problem, is acceptable.

9. Conclusions. In this study, we investigated the properties of biobjective mixed-integer
linear programs (BOMILPs) and their Pareto sets, proposed aBB algorithm for finding all
Pareto points of BOMILPs, and tested it on a variety of instances.

The algorithm is equipped with new fathoming rules that are more general and powerful
than those already available in the literature. In general,a fathoming rule separates the nadir
points associated with the currently available attainablepoints of the original problem from
the Pareto set of the linear relaxation of the problem at a node of the BB tree. The rules
we have found in the literature use a simple separating inequality obtained from the two
extreme points of the node problem or apply a separating hyperplane provided by the user.
We propose rules that model this separation problem as a linear program and, by using strong
duality, prove that a node problem does not contain Pareto points. As a consequence, more
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m× n CPU(s) nodes fathomed by FR1 + FR2
5× 25 0.1 4 1+0
10× 50 2.1 466 128+59
10× 100 49.3 7450 2096+1171

TABLE 8.5
Performance statistics of the proposed BB algorithm for biobjective SCP instances.

Proposed BB BB with FR1
Fathomed by PSA Fathomed PSA

n×m× nc × nb × ni CPU (s) nodes FR1+FR2 run CPU nodes by FR1 run
20× 20× 10× 5× 5 0.62 78.0* 22.0+6.0 52.8 0.30* 102.4 37.2 66.0
40× 40× 20× 10× 10 3.32 238.0* 67.6+34.6 136.8 2.60 589.2 271.6 313.2
60× 60× 30× 15× 15 10.86 458.4* 108.4+74.6 251.2 10.62 1514.8 657.8 779.6
80× 80× 40× 20× 20 22.34 616.8* 156.0+71.2 328.4 15.28 1453.2 579.8 746.4
20× 20× 10× 10× 0 0.54 70.0* 21.0+5.4 46.2 0.32* 88.0 35.4 55.2
40× 40× 20× 20× 0 2.38 164.4* 38.2+30.0 97.0 2.18 499.6 229.8 264.4
60× 60× 30× 30× 0 14.38 638.4* 171.0+89.8 338.2 11.42 1638.8 717.0 838.8
80× 80× 40× 40× 0 37.58 1026.8* 203.6+165.6 538.2 26.40 2482.5 962.5 1267.8
20× 20× 10× 0× 10 0.56 66.0 21.4+5.6 41.4 0.26* 87.6 37.4 52.4
40× 40× 20× 0× 20 4.00 281.6* 61.6+55.0 162.2 4.10 954.4 435.2 502.0
60× 60× 30× 0× 30 15.90 738.8* 212.4+70.4 392.8 11.40 1640.4 683.4 843.8
80× 80× 40× 0× 40 53.12 1414.8* 279.4+219.2 738.4 35.20 3217.1 1214.7 1609.3

BB with FR1+ Established FR2 BB with FR1+ Established FR3
Fathomed by PSA Fathomed by PSA

n×m× nc × nb × ni CPU nodes FR1+EFR2 run CPU #node FR1+EFR3 run
20× 20× 10× 5× 5 0.52 92.4 30.8+4.2 60.2 0.48 85.6 26.8+5.0 56.6
40× 40× 20× 10× 10 2.30 273.2 82.4+37.0 154.6 2.22* 248.4 72.0+35.2 142.0
60× 60× 30× 15× 15 7.58 568.4 150.0+83.8 304.8 6.44* 464.8 114.8+70.4 253.0
80× 80× 40× 20× 20 14.28 708.8 196.6+72.0 373.8 12.96* 629.2 161.4+72.2 333.8
20× 20× 10× 10× 0 0.42 76.8 24.2+5.6 49.6 0.44 72.0 21.6+5.8 47.2
40× 40× 20× 20× 0 1.80 203.2 51.0+36.2 116.6 1.58* 172.0 40.6+31.2 101.0
60× 60× 30× 30× 0 11.04 822.4 239.2+110.4 431.0 9.12* 660.4 179.4+93.4 350.2
80× 80× 40× 40× 0 26.32 1312.4 306.8+183.8 681.4 21.42* 1029.2 214.2+155.8 539.8
20× 20× 10× 0× 10 0.40 68.0 26.0+2.0 42.6 0.40 66.0 25.0+2.2 41.4
40× 40× 20× 0× 20 3.08 363.2 88.4+65.8 203.4 2.52* 294.0 67.8+54.4 168.4
60× 60× 30× 0× 30 11.96 909.6 279.4+78.0 477.8 10.46* 773.2 222.0+75.4 409.4
80× 80× 40× 0× 40 36.40 1814.1 325.1+98.2 739.2 30.28* 1470.0 296.4+222.6 764.0

TABLE 8.6
Comparison of established and proposed fathoming rules (a “*” indicates the best of all fathoming rules for

the corresponding instance and measure).

nodes are discarded from the BB tree, thus rendering the procedure more effective.
The emerging behavior of the BB algorithm is that an initial set of attainable points,̂Y ,

evolves toward the Pareto setYN of problemP : Ŷ is gradually modified by including new
points and eliminating dominated points, and, upon termination, Ŷ is identical toYN .

Our implementation is, however, preliminary. There are multiple improvements that are
needed to make our solver capable of solving large-scale BOMILPs, such as a procedure to
store the information gathered during the PSA in a node problem and use this information
in descendent nodes. Also, an efficient data structure for the setsX̂ and Ŷ , which store
candidates for the efficient solutions and Pareto points, modeled as a special binary tree,
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would make the algorithm run faster.
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